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Hindu calendar art may seem fantastic and kitsch, but it is in fact the most democratic expression of a mythic imagery that was once restricted to temple walls and palm leaf manuscripts. These portraits of the Hindu pantheon of gods and the stories that surround them can be found on the walls and puja rooms of almost every Hindu household in India. The book has little gems scattered all over within its narrative; it is a truly amazing book. 7 Secrets from Hindu Calendar Art is arguably the most well-researched book of (Devdutt Pattanaik). Hindu mythology abounds with fascinating gods, goddesses and characters whose visual representations - through calendar art - are equally colourful. Hindu Calendar Art may be gaudy and kitsch, but it is the most modern and democratic expression of a mythic imagery that once adorned temple walls and palm leaf manuscripts. They speak a language that is indifferent to rationality. It is the language of a people’s faith. In this book, Dr. Devdutt Pattanaik, India’s renowned mythologist, translates this language and reveals an ancient Indian truth that will certainly impact your life. Content: Ganesha’s secret - Different people see God differently. Narayana’s secret - What dies is always reborn. Ardhanari’s secret - God is within, Goddess with . The bright colours and interesting representations of our Gods in images sold on the streets of India hold some interesting secrets. Watch Devdutt Pattanaik’s presentation on Hindu Calendar Art in this video book - 7 Secrets from Hindu Calendar Art on #EPICOn. Related videos. 2:26. Can do apology weaves it’s being into every fabric of Indian society in calendar rock. The emergence of the most diverse and specialized medical community join me. They’ve done at night on a journey of discovery as it called the seven secrets of new calendar locked streaming on twentieth July 6 PM only on epic, on. PagesMediaTV & film TV ChannelThe EPIC ChannelVideos7 Secrets from Hindu Calendar Art. 7 Secrets from Hindu calendar Art by Dr. Devdutt Pattanaik is an attempt to unravel the secrets behind the Hindu calendar Art and find answers to questions like What is the source for the imagery of Hindu calendar Art? What is it saying? The book honestly tries to unveil legends, tales and symbolism associated with calendar art of Hinduism. Instead of color images, book uses the black and white renditions of the art. Apart from the popular Hindu deities, the book also attempts to unravel the local and region deities that are represented in Hindu calendars. There is the usual explanation of w HINDU CALENDAR ART Devdutt Pattanaik is a medical doctor by education, a leadership consultant by profession, and a mythologist by passion. He writes and lectures extensively on the relevance of stories, symbols and rituals in modern life. He has written over fifteen books, which include 7 Secrets of Hindu Calendar Art (Westland), Myth=Mithya: A Handbook of Hindu Mythology (Penguin), Book of Ram (Penguin), Jaya: An Illustrated Retelling of the Mahabarata (Penguin). To know more visit devdutt.com. 7 secrets from. Hindu calendar art. Devdutt pattanaik.
Hindu calendar art may seem fantastic and kitsch, but it is in fact the most democratic expression of a mythic imagery that was once restricted to temple walls and palm leaf manuscripts. These portraits of the Hindu pantheon of gods and the stories that surround them can be found on the walls and puja rooms of almost every Hindu household in India. Rich in symbols, each image is a piece of an ancient metaphysical jigsaw puzzle. In this book, Dr Devdutt Pattanaik, India's renowned mythologist, decodes these symbols to reveal a wisdom that has nourished India for thousands of years. Download In 7 Secrets from the Hindu Calendar Art, Devdutt Pattanaik has picked up images of Gods and Goddesses and has tried to decode them for people like me who only see the whole picture and not the details. And sometimes even when we try to decode, we end up decoding and understanding either in a wrong way or a funny way. His half open eyes indicate a hesitant engagement with the worldly matters, which he succumbed to when he married the Goddess. And just like this, there are stories of Ganesha, Goddess, Krishna and other vibrant mythological characters of Hindus. The Hindu Calendar Art will enchant you when you will keep on deciphering meaning behind symbols and even why a certain God sits in a certain position. Hindu calendar art may seem fantastic and kitsch, but it is in fact the most democratic expression of a mythic imagery that was once restricted to temple walls and palm leaf manuscripts. These portraits of the Hindu pantheon of gods and the stories that surround them can be found on the walls and puja rooms of almost every Hindu household in India. The book has little gems scattered all over within its narrative; (a) truly amazing book; 7 Secrets from Hindu Calendar Art is arguably the most well-researched book of (Devdutt Pattanaik). Hindu mythology abounds with fascinating gods, goddesses and characters whose visual representations - through calendar art - are equally colourful.